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In this note we add another class of graphs to the many known classes for which 
the Ulam’s conjecture holds. 
U&RIPS kpthtds. ket G = (X, E) and H = (Y, D) be two simple graphs, X = 
1x1, X2, l l l ,X,,,} and Y={Yl, Yz ,..., Y,,,}. Suppose that Gi the maximal sub- 
g~ph of G obtained by removing Xi, i = 1, . . . , m, is isomorphic to Hi obtained from 
H by removing Yi. Warn conjectured that G is isomorphic to pi. 
Xt is easy to see that the degree of Xi is equal to the degree of Yi and also, if 
( h, r2, ..*, rk) is the set of the degrees of the k points adjacent of Xi arranged in 
an ascending order, then this set is the same for Yi, these and many Dther results 
about Warn’s conjecture are found in the s;lrvey [I]. 
Theorcem. Let G and H be simple graphs satisfying the Warn’s hypothesis. Assume 
aiso that there is a vertex X1 in G such that for each vertex adjacent to X, all 
vertices of degree one less are also adjacent to X1. 
Therr G and H are isomorphic. 
Prqof. Suppose there is a Yk in H which is nc)t adjacent to Y1 and there is a Y, 
adjacc:nt o YI such that deg Yj -deg Yk = 1. Then the set of vertices in HI with 
degrete qual to the deg Yk in HI will be more ‘&an the same class in G, because 
the number of vertices of G vc-hich are adjacent to X, and has degree, deg( Y,,) + 1 
in G is the same as in H. Hence, it follows th; t I-i1 can not be isomorphic to G,. 
This contradicts the assumption. Therefore, Y1 satisfies the hypothesis of the 
theorem, but with respect to H. 
Remove the vertex X1 from G to obtain G,. Now, every vertex in G, adjacent 
to X1 in C -will be of degree one less than their degree in G. By the hypothesis the 
class of vertices with degree one less ihan the degree of a vertex adjacent to Jl, 
contains only vertiiks adj3ixUt It: X,. I’I.oEn d-i!, obbervatiora it fc~llcws that a Clxi? 
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